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Abstract
Asset market development is characterized by reducing market imperfections that generate costs incurred from
participating in the financial system. In developing economies where financial markets are nascent, these costs are
likely to be binding. This limits the typical economic agent's ability to fully access asset market, inducing partial access.
In this note, we embed financial market imperfections into the Divisia aggregate-theoretic literature and illustrate their
relevance in the derivation of user cost of money and consequently, Divisia monetary aggregates. Asset market
imperfections are introduced through endogenous portfolio adjustment costs that proxy for, among other things,
informational, transactional, liquidity, and portfolio management costs. The presence of adjustment costs induce
additional costs that alter the standard user cost of money. We show that the user cost that arises from our model can
be practically implemented in the construction of Divisia aggregates as in the standard Barnett (1978) user cost.
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1

Introduction

Financial market development is characterized by reducing or overcoming market imperfections
that generate costs incurred from participating in the financial system. These costs arise from
the acquisition and processing of information, making transactions, managing portfolio, and
enforcing contracts. In developing economies where financial markets are still nascent, these
costs are likely to be binding. This limits the typical economic agent’s ability to fully access asset
markets; hence, generating partial access.1 More precisely, because asset market imperfections
are ubiquitous in every transaction, they induce costs that interfere with trades that the rational
agents execute, or would make, in the absence of these imperfections.2
In this note, we embed financial market imperfections into the Divisia aggregate-theoretic
literature and illustrate their relevance in the derivation of user cost of money and consequently,
Divisia monetary aggregates. We model asset market imperfection by introducing endogenous
portfolio adjustment costs in the manner of Andrés et al. (2004), Falagiarda (2014), and Francois
(2016). The adjustment costs, among other things, proxy for transactional costs, portfolio management costs, and informational costs, all of which are likely to be high in developing countries
and can limit access to financial markets. Additionally, the adjustment costs are modelled in
such a way that they proxy for the economic agent’s behavior toward risk as argued in Tobin
(1969, 1982). In particular, since non-monetary assets are illiquid relative to monetary assets, the
economic agent perceives entering non-monetary asset market as riskier. Consequently, agents
hold (or demand) additional monetary assets to compensate themselves for the loss of liquidity
associated with holding non-monetary assets thereby self imposing a reserve requirement on their
non-monetary assets (Andrés et al., 2004).
The introduction of these adjustment costs in the Divisia literature in the context of developing
countries is necessary and intuitive. Specifically, the pricing of monetary and non-monetary
assets are central in the construction of Divisia monetary aggregrates. The user costs of money
employed as weights for Divisia monetary aggregates depend on the factors that affect the pricing
of assets in an economy. In this sense, incorporating these market imperfections in the Divisia
aggregate-theoretic literature in developing countries should not be discounted. Furthermore,
our derived user cost of money coincides with the standard Barnett (1978) user cost of money
when adjustment costs are zero.

2

Model with asset market imperfections

2.1 The Economic Problem In this section we layout the basic model. We assume a
representative agent who seeks to maximize the lifetime utility,
∞
X

β t U (Ct , mt ),

t=0
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Demirgüç-Kunt et al. (2008) provide an intuitive exposition of the presence of price and nonprice barriers in
the financial market in developing countries.
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subject to the following budget constraint,
p∗t C

= w t Lt +

n
X

[rit−1 p∗t−1 mit−1 − (1 + Φ(mit /At ))p∗t mit ] + [Rt−1 p∗t−1 At−1 − p∗t At ]

i=1

where β ∈ (0, 1) is the consumer’s subjective discount factor, p∗t is the true cost-of-living
index, Ct is aggregate consumption, mt = (m1t , m2t , m3t , ..., mnt )′ is a vector of n current-period
monetary assets, and Lt and wt are percapita
 labor supply and expected wage rate, respectively.
mit
Additionally, and more importantly, Φ At are endogenous portfolio adjustment costs involved
in holding assets At . As mentioned earlier, these adjustment costs proxy for transaction and
informational costs, as well well as, liquidity risks. For simplicity, we assume that anytime
the agent holds asset At , they hold additional monetary asset i, for every monetary asset i ∈
{1, 2, ..., n}.3 For now we do not assign any specific functional form to the adjustment costs
except that they satisfy the following properties Φ(0) = 0 and Φ′ (.) > 0. In section 2.4, we
assign a functional to Φ(.).
Setting up and solving the Lagrangian yields the following necessary conditions:
∂U
= Λt p∗t
∂Ct

(1)

∂U
+ βrit p∗t Λt+1 − Λt p∗t (1 + Γit ) = 0
∂mit

(2)

βΛt+1 Rt p∗t + (Πit − 1)Λt p∗t = 0,

(3)

and the transversality condition:
lim β t Λt p∗t At+1 = 0

(4)

t→∞

where Γit = Φ
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· mAitt and Πit = Φ′ mAitt · mAitt

For notational convenience, we follow Barnett and Su (2016) and define rit∗ =

p∗t
r
p∗t+1 it

and

p∗t
p∗t+1

Rt as the real gross rates of return on monetary asset, i, and non-monetary assets,
Rt∗ =
respectively. Combining Eqs.(1) and (2) and Eqs.(1) and (3), we obtain the Euler equations for
monetary and non-monetary assets respectively as
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+ βrit
−
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∂mit
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∂U
∗ ∂U
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=0
(Πit − 1) + βRt
∂Ct
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(5)

(6)

It is worth mentioning that this assumption can easily be relaxed so that these costs are only present for
some monetary assets. Indeed, in section 2.4, the specified functional form for Φ(.) suggests that these adjustment
costs need not be present in the pricing of all monetary assets.

Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) represent the pricing equations for non-monetary and monetary assets, respectively. Notice that the presence of adjustment costs directly affect the yields of monetary
and non-monetary assets non-trivially. Specifically, when these costs are non-zero, it is clear
that they alter the pricing of both monetary and non-monetary assets such that the standard
expectation hypothesis theory do not hold. Furthermore, the adjustment cost function depends
on the quantity of monetary and non-monetary assets, which implies that relative changes of
these asset holdings directly impact the money market as they generate movements in money
demand (Andrés et al., 2004; Zagaglia, 2009). Hence, when there is an increase in the desired
stock of a bond, household’s demand for money increases in order to keep the money-bond ratio
constant (Zagaglia, 2009). This implies that the degree of imperfect substitutability between
money and bonds affects the yields. On the other hand, if these costs are zero— i.e., there are
no impediments to trading or the economy is efficient— these pricing equations collapse to the
pricing equation of standard asset pricing models.4
2.2 User cost under portfolio adjustment costs We now derive the user cost of monetary assets. Consider the following definition for the user-cost price of money
Definition 1. The intratemporal real user cost price of the monetary asset i is ℘it , defined such
that
℘it =

∂U
∂mit
∂U
∂Ct

,

i = 1, 2, ..., n

The definition for the intratemporal user cost states that the real user price of a monetary
asset is the marginal rate of substitution between that asset and consumer goods (Barnett, 1978).
Now from this definition, it is straightforward to derive the user cost of money implied by our
model via the following proposition.
Proposition 1. In the presence of portfolio adjustment costs, the real user cost of the services
of monetary assets is
∗
Rt∗ − ri,t
+ Ωit ,
℘it =
Rt∗

where

Ωit =

Γit Rt∗ + Πit rit∗
Rt∗

Proof. Using definition 1, the proof follows immediately from Eqs. (5) and (6)
Notice that our derived user cost comprises two components, the first term, which is the conventional Barnett user cost and an additional term Ωit , which captures the role of asset market
imperfections. Recall that asset market imperfections were modelled endogenously; hence, Ωit
depends on quantity of assets. This suggests that equilibrium changes in the relative quantity
of monetary and non-monetary assets affect the user cost of money. This is intuitive in that one
would expect that in developing economies where markets are characterized by price barriers
that induce partial access to asset markets, additional costs in participating in asset markets
would arise. As explained earlier, the presence of these endogenous adjustment costs suggest
4

Falagiarda and Marzo (2012) show that adjustment costs parameters generate impediments to the arbitrage
activity which would equalize returns. At the same time, the presence of transaction costs determines the extent
of the influence of relative assets holdings on long-term rate.

that the agent holds additional monetary assets any time they purchase non-monetary assets;
hence, the opportunity cost of holding monetary assets.5 However, as markets become more
efficient, these costs disipate. An interesting implication of this result is that when markets are
frictionless (or efficient), these costs approach zero, and our derived user cost coincides with the
standard Barnett user cost. Hence, we have the following results from Proposition 1.
Corollary 1.1. When adjustment costs approaches zero (i.e., Ωit → 0), the user cost in Proposition 1 converges to the standard Barnett (1978).
2.3 How applicable are these results to divisia monetary aggregates? In this
section, we show theoretically that the derived user cost of monetary assets in Proposition 1 can
be used to derive Divisia monetary aggregates. We therefore make the following assumption:
assume that there exist a linearly homogenous aggregator function M (.) such that U can be
written in the form,
U (mt , Ct ) = V (M (mt ), Ct ),

(7)

the following proposition then arises,
Proposition 2. Let sit = Pn℘it℘mititmit be the user-cost-evaluated expenditure share. Under the
i=
assumption of weak-separability U (mt , Ct ) = V (M (mt ), Ct ), and for any linearly homogenous
monetary aggregator function, M (.), the Divisia index holds under financial market imperfection:
d log Mt =

n
X

sit d log mit

i=1

Proof. With the assumption of weak-separability, and Vt = V (M (mit ), ct ) we have that
∂Ut
∂Vt ∂Mt
=
∂mit
∂Mt ∂mit
From definition 1 we have ℘t (Λt pt ) =

∂Ut
,
∂mit

we can rewrite Eq.(8) above as

∂Mt
= ℘it
∂mit

Λ t pt
∂Vt
∂Mt

!

Additionally, given M = M (mit ), we can take the total derivative to get dMt =
and apply Eq. (8) to arrive at,
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(8)

(9)
Pn

∂M
i=1 ∂mit dmit

It is important to note that this result in itself is not new as existing studies such as Tobin (1969, 1982) have
discussed the role of the quantity of assets in asset pricing due to imperfect asset substitution between monetary
and non-monetary assets. Indeed, recent studies have explicitly introduced the role of quantity of assets in general
equilibrium models via endogenous adjustment costs that proxy for asset market imperfections (see for instance,
Andrés et al., 2004; Falagiarda, 2014; Francois, 2016; Zagaglia, 2009, to mention a few). The result in Proposition
1 is therefore important as it does not discount the relevance of these asset market imperfections in the Divisia
literature.

dMt =
Notice also that Mt =

Λ t pt
∂Vt
∂Mt

!

n
X
i=1
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℘it · mit
=
mit
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∂M
i=1 ∂mit mit

Λ t pt
∂Vt
∂Mt

!

n
X

℘it · mit d log mit

(10)

i=1

so that from Eq. (8) we have
Λt pt

Mt =

∂Vt
∂Mt

!

n
X

℘it · mit

(11)

sit d log mit

(12)

i=1

Dividing Eq.(8) and Eq.(10), we arrive at,
d log Mt =

n
X
i=1

2.4 A practical example The results in Section 2.3 suggest that these modifications can
be easily implemented into the Divisia monetary aggregate literature. To further elucidate on
the practicality of our results we introduce a simple functional form for the portfolio adjustment
costs that practitioners can use. The functional form is as follows
Φ



mit
At



φi
=
2



mit
Ait



,

(13)

 2
it
so that the overall adjustment costs with respect to monetary asset i is given by φ2i m
· At .
Ait
The parameter φi ∈ [0, 1] governs the degree of asset market imperfections that limit access to
asset markets. The smaller (larger)
 φi is, the less (greater) the degree of the market imperfections.
Given the functional form of Φ mAitt , we can derive Ωit to be
Ωit = φi



Rt∗

+



mit
At



·

rit∗



mit
Rt∗ At

(14)

We can see from Eq.(14) that for φi > 0, we have Ωit to be postive. The presence of adjustment
costs therefore place an upward pressure on the user cost of money. More specifically, the user
cost of money can be rationalized as the opportunity cost, Rt − rit , which measures the interest
forgone by holding monetary asset i when Rt is available (Barnett et al., 1984). These cost
barriers that require the agent to hold additional monetary asset i anytime they purchase nonmonetary assets increases the opportunity cost of holding monetary asset i. We can therefore
expect a higher user cost of money when informational or transactional costs are present in
asset markets. It is also important to mention that all else equal, market conditions that ease
or increase the supply of non-monetary assets will reduce these costs; hence, the user cost of
money.6
6

It is straightforward to show from Eq. (14) that

∂Ωit
∂At

< 0 implying that

∂℘it
∂At

< 0 from Proposition 1.

3

Concluding Remarks

The literature on Divisia monetary aggregates has seen a decent growth in studies that focus
on developing countries (e.g., Barnett and Alkhareif, 2015; Barnett and Tang, 2016; Khainga,
2014). These studies however preclude potential cost barriers that persist in the financial markets
in these economies. Consequently, they employ the conventional Barnett (1978) user cost in
modelling and the construction of the user cost of money, which is ultimately employed in
constructing weights for Divisia monetary aggregates. In this paper, we introduce portfolio
adjustment costs, which proxy for informational, portfolio management, and transaction costs
into the standard Divisia aggregate-theoretic literature. We then derive a modified user cost
that explicitly accounts for impediments in the financial markets in developing economies. More
importantly, we show that it is straightforward to implement the derived user cost into the
theory of Divisia monetary aggregates as in the standard Barnett user cost. Additionally, we
model these costs endogenously in the manner of Andrés et al. (2004) among others; hence, the
costs also proxy for risk that augments the standard Barnett user cost. Our approach therefore
provides a flexible and an alternative way of modelling risk in the Divisia literature (see for
instance, Barnett and Su, 2016; Barnett and Wu, 2005). Moreover, when these costs are small
or zero due to efficient financial markets, our derived user cost conveniently coincides with the
Barnett user cost.
The size of these adjustment costs remain an empirical question and should not be discounted.
Hence, estimating these costs and practically implementing them in the Divisia literature should
constitute the object of future empirical studies.
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